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THE THATCHER 
 

The thatcher and his ancient trade were created out of necessity and impoverishment; 

at present they remain a rich tangible link to our historical heritage.  Today, thatched 

cottages currently make up less than 0.1% of the total housing stock in Ireland, in the 

1800s as much as half the population took shelter and slept beneath a thatched roof.[1]  

The trade was passed down through the generations, from father to son, with each 

community having its own thatcher.  He needed to be resilient both physically and 

mentally as the trade was labour-intensive and dictated by the inclement Irish 

weather.  To work he brought his trusty ladder and hand-made tool kit which 

consisted of a mallet, fork, hooks, rods, leggett, rake, shears, needles, knives, and 

thatching nails.[2] 

Wheat straw was the most common material; though flax, rye, oat straw, reeds, and 

tough grasses were also used depending on the region’s natural supply.  The 

disadvantage of a thatched roof was its high maintenance needs.  Varying factors 

contributed to its decay, such as neglect, storm damage and the damp Irish climate.  It 

needed to be restored regularly, thus making the thatcher a man in steady demand. 

He used three main methods.  The first and the most common was “scallop” or 

“pinned” thatching. As the Irish proverb advised, “Ní hé lá na gaoithe lá na scolb”, 

(the windy day is not the day for the scallop). It involved pinning the thatch to secure 

it to the roof with thin wooden rods called “scallops”.  The thatcher worked from the 

right-hand side of the roof to the left.    

The second system called “thrust thatching” involved a small wooden or iron fork to 

twist and thrust handfuls of straw into an existing layer of straw.  Strips of about two 

feet were layered on top of each other until the roof was covered.   

The last technique was “rope thatching”.  This referred to the thatch not being 

secured directly to the roof.  It was held in place by a series of ropes that lay over the 

thatched surface and were tied to the tops of the walls or held down by large stones.  

It was popular along the western coast, to brace it against the prevailing wild winds.  

When a new layer of thatch was required, the ropes were removed before the new 

layer was added.  Methods of roping differed; in some areas a layer of straw or a 

wooden lath would prevent the ropes from cutting directly into the thatch.[3]    

The thatcher’s techniques and skill gave the thatched roof a pure flow, so it sat 

harmoniously into the Irish landscape. 
[1] Irishcentral.com  [2] www.architecturalheritage.weebly.com  
[3] www.askaboutireland.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A brief history of  

CULLIALOUGHAUN 

(Coill a’ Lougháin,  

wood of the pool or small lake). 
 

Located in the east of the Achill 

parish.  Bounded on the north by 

Owenduff townland; east by the sea 

and by part of Burrishoole parish; 

south by Burrishoole parish; and west 

by Cartron and Owenduff townlands.  

It contains 1,432 acres, 3 roods, 14 

perches*, including 0 acres, 2 roods, 

10 perches* of water.   

It is held in common by the 

inhabitants of Dooniver townland in 

the Island, and is all bog or moor, 

except a few portions along the sea-

shore and along the banks of the 

Glennanean stream, comprising in all 

about 30 acres.  General produce, 

oats and potatoes, with some rye.  

Soil, white, sandy clay, mixed with 

gravel.  The uncultivated part is good 

healthy pasture.  The bog varies from 

1 to 6 feet in depth.  There are no 

antiquities in this townland. 
* There are 40 perches in a rood, and 4 roods 

in an acre. 
Above extract is from the Ordnance 

Survey Namebooks of 1838 

 

A brief history of the surname 

McGINLEY 
 

This surname, in Irish, Mag 

Fhionnghaile, belongs to Co. Donegal.  

Some of the names have become 

McKinley due to the similarity of the 

two surnames.1 

Mac Ginley, Mag Fhionnghaile 

(fionnghaile, fair valour).  A Donegal 

name to be distinguished from 

MacKinley.2 

MacGinley, MacGinly, Ginnelly, 

Ginley, Maginley, M’Gennely, 

M’Gynnillye, M’Gennowlie, Mag 

Fhionnghaile; ‘son of Fionnghal’ (fair-

valour); the name of a Donegal family, 

some of whom settled in Westmeath 

and Longford.3 

Of the 47 McGinley births in Ireland in 

1890, including variants, 46 occurred in 

Ulster and 1 in Connacht, while none 

occurred in Leinster or Munster.  The 

surname was principally found in 

Donegal where 37 of the births 

occurred. 
 
1 ‘Irish Family Names’ by Brian De Breffny.  
2 ‘The Surnames of Ireland’ by Edward 

MacLysaght.  
3 ‘Irish Names and Surnames’ by Rev. Patrick 
Woulfe.  
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THE CHILDREN OF THE WORKHOUSE 

 

In 1849 when the potato crop failed, 

923,000 people were admitted to 

workhouses in Ireland.  Families had no 

choice, mainly due to eviction or the failing 

of the potato crop.  Many of the children 

were orphans, others had been abandoned or 

deserted.  Orphans included children who 

had lost one parent but many were classified 

as ‘deserted’ where their fathers had left for 

England in search of work. 

Other children were temporarily abandoned 

by their parents who had left for North 

America hoping to earn the travel fare so 

their children could join them.  These 

parents were barely able to afford their own 

passage and the workhouse offered their 

children the only hope of survival.  Some 

children were never reunited as their parents 

died on or after the voyage across the 

Atlantic.   

Children over the age of two who entered 

the workhouse were separated from their 

parents. Children between two and nine 

years were sent to a nursery ward and 

children from ten to fifteen were sent to 

separate wards for boys and girls.  The 

enforced separation was thought by the 

authorities to reduce the likelihood of them 

becoming paupers in the future. They were 

regarded as a financial burden on the 

workhouse and endured strict rules and 

harsh discipline.  The quality of food offered 

to the children was inadequate for their 

development and had serious health 

implications.   

Disease was widespread due to 

overcrowding and poor diet with typhus, 

cholera and dysentery among the many 

illnesses suffered. 

Children received a basic education up to 

the age of twelve and afterwards boys were 

trained in occupations such as shoemaking, 

tailoring and carpentry while girls were 

instructed in sewing, knitting and washing.   

Once the children reached a certain age 

attempts were made to place the young 

males in the army or navy.  Between 1848 

and 1849 over 20,000 females from the 

workhouse, classified as ‘orphans’ and 

between the ages of fourteen and eighteen 

years had their passage paid to Australia and 

Canada where there were employment 

opportunities and a shortage of women for 

marriage. 

During the Famine the children of the 

workhouses endured a difficult life and a 

struggle for survival. 

Read about the lives of the girls from the 

workhouses who were sent to Australia in 

our Book of the Week, Mayo’s Forgotten 

Famine Girls, by Terry Reilly. 
Resources: Mayo’s Forgotten Famine Girls by 

Terry Reilly, www.rte.ie, Great Irish Famine 

project by UCC, The Atlas of the Great Irish 

Famine 
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